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Abstract
International Fusion Materials Irradiation Facility-DEMO-Oriented NEutron Source (IFMIF-DONES) is a high-intensity

neutron irradiation facility for qualification of fusion reactor materials, which is being designed as part of the European

roadmap to fusion-generated electricity. Its main purpose is to study the behavior of materials properties under irradiation

in a neutron flux able to simulate the same effects in terms of relevant nuclear responses as those expected in the first wall

of the DEMO reactor which is envisaged to follow ITER. It is thus a key facility to support the design, licensing and safe

operation of DEMO as well as of the fusion power plants that will be developed afterwards. The start of its construction is

foreseen in the next few years. In this contribution, an overview of the IFMIF-DONES neutron source is presented together

with a snapshot of the current engineering design status and of the relevant key results achieved within the EUROfusion

Work Package Early Neutron Source (WPENS) as part of the 2014–2020 EURATOM Research and Training Programme,

complementary to the EU Horizon 2020 Framework Programme (FP8). Moreover, some information on the future

developments of the project are given.

Keywords IFMIF-DONES � WPENS � Fusion neutron source � Fusion materials irradiation � DONES-PreP �
LIPAc

Introduction

A fusion-relevant neutron source is a more than three

decades long pending step for the successful development

of fusion energy. In DEMO, the demonstrator fusion power

plant to be constructed after the ITER machine, the deu-

terium-tritium nuclear fusion reactions will generate neu-

tron fluxes in the order of 1018 m- 2 s- 1 with an energy of

14.1 MeV that will collide with the reactor chamber first

wall. The latter will be the worst exposed component,

potentially undergoing a damage dose rate in excess of 15

dpaNRT displacement per atom per full power year (dpa/

fpy) of operation [1]. Safe design, construction and

licensing of a fusion reactor by the concerned Regulatory

Agency will demand the understanding of the materials

degradation under the neutrons bombardment during the

lifetime of the facility, an issue also affecting protection of

investment and operational costs. The plasma facing

components shall withstand the severe working conditions

to which they are subjected during reactor operation

without significant impact on their dimensional stability

and mechanical and physical properties [2, 3].

IFMIF-DONES (International Fusion Materials Irradia-

tion Facility-DEMO-Oriented NEutron Source) will be the
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relevant neutron source of unparalleled power and perfor-

mance fulfilling the aforementioned needs [4]. It will

generate a neutron flux with a broad energy distribution

mimicking the effects of the typical neutron spectrum of a

(D-T) fusion reactor by means of Li(d,xn) nuclear stripping

reactions [5].

The journey to achieve the current maturity of such a

high-power neutron source has been long and winding [6].

The seminal proposal towards a fusion-relevant neutron

source based on Li(d,xn) nuclear reactions was published

in 1975 [7]. The US Fusion Materials Irradiation Test (F-

MIT) facility [8, 9] produced the first experimental evi-

dence of the feasibility of the concept. After its early

termination in 1984 due to economic and technical diffi-

culties, the International Energy Agency (IEA) fostered a

series of meetings, at the end of which consensus was

attained within the materials scientist community to

endorse FMIT́s Li(d,xn) concept [10] through the Interna-

tional Fusion Materials Irradiation Facility (IFMIF) pro-

ject. The report on the IFMIF conceptual design was issued

in 1996 [11] followed by a Comprehensive Design Report

[12] in 2004.

The IFMIF/EVEDA project (acronym that stands for

IFMIF Engineering Validation and Engineering Design

Activities) under the Broader Approach Agreement

between Japan and EURATOM was approved in 2007,

concurrently with the ITER agreement, with the mandate to

produce an integrated engineering design of IFMIF and the

data necessary for future decisions on the construction,

operation, exploitation and decommissioning of the neu-

tron source, as well as to validate continuous and

stable operation of each IFMIF subsystem [13, 14].

The engineering design activities were accomplished on

schedule with the release of the IFMIF Intermediate

Engineering Design Report (IIEDR) in June 2013 [15].

In recent years, a Fusion Roadmap was developed in

Europe [16] which is based on the objective of electricity

production from fusion reactor around mid of the century,

speeding up the design and construction phase of DEMO

(foreseen to be started around 2040) and, at the same time,

reducing the neutron dose requirements on the materials.

Thus, an initial DEMO phase is foreseen with a maximum

dose around 20 dpa for components integration testing and

a second DEMO phase with a maximum dose around 50

dpa for performance testing of more advanced technolog-

ical solutions [1].

In this way, the requirements for the early phase of the

neutron source are significantly reduced, opening the pos-

sibility of a staged approach to IFMIF in which its con-

struction can be developed in phases, the first one being

focused on the early DEMO needs, hence giving rise to the

IFMIF-DONES project [17]. This staged approach will

allow a broader distribution of the required investment

along the time as well as some relaxed specifications for

the neutron source design.

The IFMIF-DONES Facility

Following the aforementioned approach, a specific action

was initiated in 2015 in the framework of the Work

Package Early Neutron Source (WPENS) of the

EUROfusion Consortium, as part of the 2014–2020

EURATOM Research and Training Programme. This

programme was funded as a complementary to the EU

Horizon 2020 Framework Program (FP8) and it has been

recently extended within the Horizon Europe (FP9) pro-

gramme for the years 2021–2025. The WPENS objective is

to develop the design of IFMIF-DONES up to a level that

allows to be ready for the start of its construction phase.

In the following, a brief illustration of the mission, of

the top-level requirements and of the basic plant configu-

ration of the facility is given.

Mission and Top-Level Requirements

The mission of IFMIF-DONES is to provide a neutron

source producing high energy neutrons at sufficient inten-

sity and irradiation volume in order to:

1. Generate materials irradiation test data for the design,

licensing, construction and safe operation of the fusion

demonstration power reactor (DEMO), with its main

characteristics as defined by the EU Roadmap [16]

under simulated fusion environment relevant to antic-

ipated needs in radiation resistance for the structural

materials in DEMO [18, 19].

2. Generate a data base for benchmarking of radiation

responses of materials hand in hand with computa-

tional material science.

Moreover, the material properties dataset generated by

IFMIF-DONES will potentially be used also for compar-

ison with larger volumes irradiations data obtained from

other non-fusion installations (like fission reactors, spalla-

tion sources, etc…).

Additionally, given the fact that IFMIF-DONES will be

available during ITER operation, the possibility that

IFMIF-DONES could assist ITER in some aspects of its

nuclear operation phase should not be disregarded.

The mission of IFMIF-DONES is translated into a

number of high-level technical requirements as shown in

Table 1.

IFMIF-DONES shall be designed for a minimum life-

time of 30 years, with at least 20 years of irradiation

experiments on a three-shift basis 24/7. Additionally, an

average operational availability goal of 70% over calendar
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year (or 75% over scheduled operation time) has been

established as a target for normal operation phase.

As far as the Post Irradiation Examination (PIE) is

concerned, a list of potential external laboratories presently

existing in Europe with the capabilities to analyze and

characterize the irradiated samples coming from IFMIF-

DONES has been preliminarily identified in the framework

of the DONES-PreP Project (see ‘‘Project Evolution and

Achieved Milestones’’ section). This list, together with a

brief description of the identified facilities, is reported in

[20].

Plant Configuration

IFMIF-DONES is configured as an accelerator-driven

facility generating a 125 mA continuous-wave (CW) deu-

teron beam that, accelerated up to 40 MeV and shaped to

have a nominal rectangular footprint, impinges on a 25 mm

thick liquid lithium screen cross-flowing at about 15 m/s in

front of it. The nuclear stripping reactions between D? and

Li generate a large number of neutrons that interact with

the material samples housed in the High Flux Test Module

(HFTM) located immediately behind the lithium target.

The main features of the IFMIF-DONES facility and

their major differences with respect to the IFMIF config-

uration are summarized in Table 2.

In particular, the IFMIF-DONES lithium target shall

have the same physical dimensions of the IFMIF one. On

the other hand, differently from IFMIF where three irra-

diation modules were foreseen, i.e. the High Flux Test

Module (HFTM), the Medium Flux Test Module (MFTM)

and the Low Flux Test Module (LFTM), the reference

approach in IFMIF-DONES is that only the HFTM will be

present, with an enlarged thickness compared to the IIEDR

configuration [15] to gain irradiation volume. This is jus-

tified by the fact that IFMIF-DONES will be aimed at

providing only high flux irradiation of structural materials.

Nevertheless, other irradiation modules or experiments

might be included as well, as a result of additional needs to

be identified in the future.

Another difference with respect to IFMIF is that IFMIF-

DONES will require the transport of the activated samples

for the Post Irradiation Examination (PIE) that will be

carried out in external laboratories.

Furthermore, the possible future upgrade to the full

IFMIF is considered in the design of the facility.

Figure 1 shows a schematic view of the current con-

figuration of the IFMIF-DONES plant.

The IFMIF-DONES Plant Breakdown Structure (PBS)

identifies five major areas or groups of systems (PBS level

1): the Site, Building and Plant Systems (PBS 3.0); the Test

Systems (PBS 4.0); the Lithium Systems (PBS 5.0); the

Accelerator Systems (PBS 6.0); and the Central Instru-

mentation and Control Systems (PBS 8.0).

Overview and Status of IFMIF-DONES Design

In this Section, a brief description of each of the above-

mentioned PBS areas is provided, with a focus on the most

relevant engineering challenges and on the status of the

concerned systems design.

Accelerator Systems

The IFMIF-DONES accelerator [21] has the function to

generate, accelerate and transport the D? beam with the

required characteristics up to the lithium target. Its design

is based on the IFMIF one, although some important dif-

ferences are present. The incident angle to the target has

been kept at 9� (as in IFMIF) to account for a future

upgrade of the facility with a second accelerator.

A schematic of the whole system configuration is

depicted in Fig. 2. Three main parts can be identified: the

Table 1 IFMIF-DONES top-level requirements

Requirement Description/value Remarks

Neutron spectrum Able to simulate relevant nuclear responses (primary recoil spectrum,

transmutations, gas production) of early DEMO first wall

Accumulated damage

versus irradiation volume

20–30 dpaNRT (Fe) in\ 2.5 years over 300 cm3

50 dpaNRT (Fe) in\ 3 years over 100 cm3

[ 8–12 dpa/fpy in 0.3 l

[ 16 dpa/fpy in 0.1 l

Irradiation temperature 250–550 �C Actively controlled

DPA gradient \ 10% Over a gauge volume corresponding

to miniaturized specimens

Temperature gradient \ 3% Same volume as for DPA gradient.

Long-term stability in the same order

Design lifetime [ 30 years [ 20 y operation lifetime

PIE External laboratories See Ref. [20]
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ion source, the accelerating stage and the final high energy

transport section.

The D? beam is produced by an Electron Cyclotron

Resonance ion source [22] extracted and accelerated in

continuous wave (CW) mode up to 100 keV. A Low

Energy Beam Transport (LEBT) section guides the deu-

teron beam from the source to a Radio Frequency Quad-

rupole (RFQ) (Fig. 3). The RFQ [23] is designed to bunch

and accelerate the beam from 100 keV up to 5 MeV. The

total length of the IFMIF-DONES RFQ is around 10 m,

which makes it the longest in the world.

Due to these unprecedented features, the RFQ design

represents a big challenge which could potentially become

a severe risk for the successful development of the whole

facility and thus it needs to be properly validated. For this

reason, the full-scale prototype LIPAc, (see ‘‘Validation

Results and Lessons Learned’’ section) has been con-

structed and is now under commissioning in Japan with the

main goal to demonstrate the possibility to reliably operate

the accelerator frontend components under the real IFMIF-

DONES conditions. Indeed, the performance of the RFQ

has been successfully demonstrated in 2019 at least for low

duty cycle (0.1%) regime, as described in the following

(see ‘‘LIPAc Commissioning Tests’’ section). Next step in

LIPAc will be to qualify the RFQ for CW operation.

Potential risk of misalignments of the RFQ components

might occur during the life of the facility. Therefore,

suitable registration devices are envisaged to be installed

Fig. 1 IFMIF-DONES plant configuration

Table 2 IFMIF-DONES versus

IFMIF specifications
IFMIF IFMIF-DONES

N. of accelerators 2 1

Beam current 250 mA 125 mA

Beam energy 40 MeV 40 MeV

Beam power 10 MW 5 MW

Beam footprint size (20 9 5) cm from (10 9 5) cm to (20 9 5) cm

Test modules HFTM, MFTM, LFTM HFTM only

PIE On-site Off-site
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on the RFQ modules supports, which are capable of

adjusting the modules position (besides ensuring their ini-

tial alignment during installation) in case some misalign-

ments are detected. The effectiveness of such devices has

been proved in LIPAc where an alignment precision below

50 lm was obtained for the beam axis of both ends [24].

Another major problem linked with the RFQ operation is

the strong erosion that is expected on the inner vanes of the

first modules, which has impact on the resonant frequency

as well as on the RF field distribution and beam losses. To

counteract this phenomenon, some mitigating actions (e.g.,

varying the inlet cooling water temperature to retune the

resonance frequency and locally restore the field pertur-

bation) can be undertaken to increase the lifetime of the

RFQ to some extent (a couple of years extension is the

current rough estimation). Over longer periods, the

replacement of the whole modules or of some parts of them

could be needed. The outcomes of LIPAc operation in CW

will provide further information related to the erosion

issue. Furthermore, some alternative countermeasures are

also currently being considered at design level in order to

avoid or significantly reduce the insurgence of the problem

and thus increase the availability of the system.

The beam exiting the RFQ is injected into a Medium

Energy Beam Transport (MEBT) section [25] which pro-

vides the matching interface between the RFQ and the

Superconducting Radio Frequency Linac (SRF Linac).

This is done by removing out-of-acceptance particles with

scrapers, transporting the beam in the transverse plane with

quadrupole magnets, and modifying the longitudinal space

to the SRF Linac input requirements with re-buncher

cavities. The beam is then accelerated by the SRF Linac

[26] through a set of superconducting cavities and focusing

solenoids. The superconducting RF Linac consists of five

cryomodules cooled by liquid helium and separated by

warm sections (Fig. 4). The acceleration is given by

superconducting Half Wave Resonators made of niobium

and with a shape optimized for two different deuteron

velocities, the first 19 ones for the first two cryomodules,

and the other 27 for the last three. At the exit of the last

cryomodule the beam reaches the expected power of

5 MW (125 mA @ 40 MeV).

Fig. 2 Schematic of the IFMIF-DONES accelerator

Fig. 3 IFMIF-DONES radiofrequency quadrupole (RFQ)
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All the accelerating Radio Frequency cavities are pow-

ered by a Radio-Frequency (RF) power system based on

175 MHz high power solid state RF stations with a CW

output power level up to 200 kW [27]. Additionally, the

MEBT is powered by two smaller solid-state amplifiers

rated at 16 kW CW. A total of 56 RF stations are needed (8

for the RFQ, 2 for the MEBT and 46 for the SRF Linac).

Downstream of the Linac, a High Energy Beam Trans-

port (HEBT) line [28] guides the deuteron beam towards

the target and shapes it by the use of magnetic elements to

obtain a rectangular footprint that impinges on the lithium

jet. The HEBT is designed flexible enough to deliver a

beam with (horizontal 9 vertical) footprint dimensions

ranging from (10 9 5) cm to (20 9 5) cm.

In addition, the Accelerator Systems Ancillaries provide

all the necessary equipment and utilities for the required

supporting services (primary cooling, electrical power,

vacuum system, gas distribution, liquid He supply, etc.).

The IFMIF-DONES accelerator will be one of the most

powerful accelerators in the world and, among those, the

one with the highest average deuteron current ever. This

latter feature, in particular, poses severe issues due to the

associated high space charge effect which tends to defocus

the beam, especially in the low/medium energy section,

and thus must be carefully addressed.

Additionally, besides the already mentioned RFQ’s long

length and the flexibility required to the HEBT section to

provide different beam footprints, the accelerator systems

will have to operate in CW mode with a high availability

requirement (87%). This is needed in order to achieve the

high-level requirement for the global inherent availability

(i.e., referred to the scheduled operation time) of the whole

facility which is set at 75% to maximize the irradiation

time while ensuring a suitable shutdown period (20 days/

year) for preventive maintenance. The target of 87%

availability for the AS comes from the reasonable alloca-

tion of the said 75% global availability among the different

systems of the Plant (Accelerator Systems: 87%; Lithium

Systems: 94%; Test Systems: 96%; Plant Systems: 98%;

Central Instrumentation and Control Systems: 98%).

All of the unique and demanding features mentioned

above make the IFMIF-DONES accelerator a very chal-

lenging system.

At the end of the FP8 activities, various systems of the

IFMIF-DONES accelerator have reached a high level of

design maturity, like the injector, the RFQ and the MEBT

as the validation tests of their prototypes in LIPAc have

advanced [29, 30] as well as the commissioning of similar

accelerators around the world (see ‘‘LIPAc Commissioning

Tests’’ section). As a main conclusion, it is possible to state

that the design of the accelerator systems seems feasible

and no showstoppers are identified so far.

Lithium Systems

The Lithium Systems (LS) have the function to provide the

liquid lithium jet which interacts with the D? beam and to

evacuate the heat power deposited in the lithium by the

high-energy deuterons. They comprise three main systems:

the Target System; the Heat Removal System; and the

Impurity Control System.

A sketch of these systems is shown in Fig. 5.

The Target System

The Target System (TSY) includes the components located

inside the Test Cell (see ‘‘The Test Cell’’ section) as well as

those penetrating its concrete shielding walls, namely the

inlet an outlet plug assemblies and the two beam ducts

connected to the accelerator line and to the lithium jet

diagnostic module, respectively. The latter is equipped in

particular with a laser-based distance meter for the mea-

surement of the lithium jet thickness. The main component

of the TSY is the Target Assembly (TAA) which includes

the Backplate (BP) with the concave-shaped open channel

exposed to the accelerator vacuum (10- 2 Pa). The TAA

provides a free-surface lithium jet flowing on the BP at

Fig. 4 IFMIF-DONES superconducting RF Linac
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high speed (15 m/s) in front of the D? beam, which is able

to sustain the 5 MW power deposited in it while avoiding

boiling and significant evaporation of the lithium. The

concavely curved channel is needed to create an inner

pressure inside the lithium and thus locally raise its boiling

temperature. The TAA is also required to stably maintain

the proper thickness (25 mm) of the lithium jet in order to

guarantee the delivery of a constant neutron flux to the

materials samples placed behind it and to fully stop the

D? beam within the lithium layer so avoiding its

impingement on the Backplate (which would lead to the

damage of the component in a very short time). The TSY is

designed to manage a thermal flux that can reach up to 1

GW/m2 (in the 10 9 5 cm2 footprint configuration) with a

lithium temperature increase of less than 50 �C through the

target and a design lithium inlet temperature of 300 �C.
A sketch of the whole TSY is shown in Fig. 6.

The BP is the most exposed component to the neutron

flux (even more than the materials samples) and thus it

needs to be periodically replaced. In IFMIF-DONES, the

TSY adopts an integral concept where the BP is welded to

the removable part of the TAA. The latter is attached to the

fixed part of the structure by means of flanged connections

(at inlet and outlet pipes and at Beam Ducts interfaces)

using a Fast Disconnecting System (FDS) which allows

easy and quick connection/disconnection operations by

Remote Handling tools. This concept implies that the BP is

changed together with the removable part of the TAA

every approximately 11 months during the yearly preven-

tive maintenance of the facility.

The Heat Removal System

The Heat Removal System (HRS) mainly comprises the

primary loop (Li loop) with its Dump Tank and the

electromagnetic pump which circulates the lithium

between the Target Assembly and the primary lithium-to-

oil heat exchanger. Secondary and tertiary oil loops with

oil-to-oil and oil-to-water heat exchangers, respectively,

transfer the heat from the Li loop to the plant general water

cooling system. The HRS is designed to evacuate the heat

deposited in the target and to control and maintain a con-

stant lithium temperature at the TAA inlet, irrespective of

the beam power.

The Impurity Control System

The Impurity Control System (ICS) is a branch line of the

HRS which extracts a fraction of the lithium from the main

loop and re-injects it after purification and impurities

analysis. In particular, the Be-7 (around 150 mg, equilib-

rium value after one year of irradiation) generated as a by-

product of the D-Li interactions must be carefully con-

trolled as it is strongly radioactive and thus plays a major

role in the safe operation and maintenance of the Li loop. A

moderate amount of tritium (around 4 g/y) is also gener-

ated in the target and needs to be strictly managed as well.

Other radioactive products are produced by activation of

the elements coming from erosion/corrosion of the steel

parts of the system. In addition, the nitrogen concentration

in the lithium must be accurately controlled as it enhances

corrosion and influences the deposition of Be-7 along the

loop. It is clear therefore that the ICS is a quite complex

system whose design requires addressing many different

and competing aspects.

To perform the above functions, the purification branch

contains a number of cold traps (to remove elements with

temperature-sensitive solubility in lithium, including Be-7)

and hydrogen traps (to chemically remove hydrogen iso-

topes including tritium, in particular, by means of a

Fig. 5 The IFMIF-DONES

lithium systems
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Y-based getter). In addition to these traps, a nitrogen (hot)

trap is required to remove nitrogen by chemical reaction

with a nitrogen binding material. The nitrogen trap was

included in the ICS in the previous phases of the design but

currently a new solution has been developed which fore-

sees the nitrogen trap to be included in the Dump Tank of

the main Li loop as an off-line trap. At present, the ICS is

undergoing a general reassessment and redesign to ensure

that the radioactive impurities produced in the lithium are

properly confined in the traps located in dedicated areas of

the building. All the radioactive waste generated in the LS

(as well as in the rest of the facility) is managed inside the

facility by the Solid-, Liquid- and Gas-Radioactive Waste

Treatment Systems (S-RWTS, L-RWTS, G-RWTS) which

are part of the Plant Systems (see ‘‘Main Building and

Plant Systems’’ section). Radioactive waste will be col-

lected, segregated, measured and packaged/conditioned by

the RWTS and then taken over by the Spanish National

Agency for the nuclear waste management (ENRESA) for

their temporary or final storage or disposal in its repository.

Activation products like Be-7 and Tritium are mainly

captured in the cold and H-traps, respectively, which will

be temporarily stored inside the Plant before their immo-

bilization and final disposal. Gaseous effluents are esti-

mated to comply with stringent dose objectives after

G-RWTS stages.

Finally, the gas and vacuum subsystems, the heating

subsystem, the electric power supply and the lithium and

oil recovery subsystems make up the so-called Lithium

Systems Ancillaries which support the operation of the LS.

Alike the accelerator, the IFMIF-DONES lithium loop

will be a world record loop, as it will become the largest Li

circuit in the world containing around 8 m3 (about 4 tons)

of lithium flowing at nearly 100 l/s.

The design of the LS within the FP8 framework took

advantage of the engineering and validation results

obtained during the previous IFMIF/EVEDA phase. The

main achievements concerned in particular the progress in

the Secondary Heat Removal System [31] and in the TSY

design [32] which are now quite advanced, although some

activities including relevant validation tests for the TSY

still need to be finalized in the next phase of the project. A

preliminary design of the Li loop and of the ICS was

developed but a fundamental revision is currently being

carried out to implement new operating conditions of the

loop for optimizing the Be-7 management and some rele-

vant changes in the rooms layout to deal with RH and

safety requirements resulting from a new traps

arrangement.

Fig. 6 The IFMIF-DONES target system
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Test Systems

The Test Systems (TS) are placed at the core of the IFMIF-

DONES plant (Fig. 7) and include the Test Cell (TC), the

High Flux Test Module (HFTM) housing the specimens to

be irradiated and the Start-up Monitoring Module

(STUMM) equipped with a wide set of instrumentation to

be used during the commissioning phase of the facility. In

addition, a set of ancillary systems provides all the nec-

essary services to the TS, such as the electrical power

distribution, the cooling media, the vacuum system and the

supply and purification of the gases that form the TC

atmosphere.

Facilities for Complementary Experiments are also

planned to allow for the installation of complementary

physics experiments, independent of fusion materials irra-

diation. Possible areas of these experiments can be nuclear

physics, radioisotope production and medicine. These

experiments will be using the available neutron flux behind

the HFTM and/or a fraction of the deuteron beam deflected

at 40 MeV energy.

The Test Cell

The Test Cell (TC) is a closed cavity with an opening at the

top which physically houses the HFTM (or, alternatively,

the STUMM) and some components of the LS, namely the

Target Assembly, the Quench Tank (QT) and the lithium

pipes interfacing with the Li loop. Below the TC floor, a

Test Cell-Lithium Systems Interface Cell (TLIC) is arran-

ged to accommodate the bellows used for the thermal

compensation of the inlet and outlet lithium pipes as bel-

lows cannot be credited as confinement barrier.

At the top, two concrete shielding plugs are designed to

close the TC during the irradiation period for protecting the

Access Cell (AC) located above the TC from radiation.

A Test Cell Cover Plate (TCCP) and a rubber-based

sealing gasket are applied to tighten the TC so that a

controlled atmosphere inside of it can be achieved. The

sealing of the TC is not expected to be exposed to critical

radiation levels during operation since it is shielded by the

two large concrete slabs (Lower and Upper Shielding

Plugs) placed at the top of the TC. Therefore, a rubber-

based material is considered safe enough to provide cell

tightness.

The complete inner surface of the TC wall is covered by

a closed stainless steel liner to maintain the gas tightness

and to protect the concrete shielding walls from contact

with lithium in case of lithium spill. The atmosphere

enclosed by the liner is subject to complex internal flows

that has been studied by CFD analysis [33].

Removable piping and cabling plugs (PCPs) are

designed to accommodate all of the cables and pipe pen-

etrations, as well as to shield gammas and neutrons.

The major biological shielding includes the surrounding

shielding walls, the TC upper shielding plugs, the PCPs,

and the TC floor between the TC and the LS room.

During the IFMIF/EVEDA phase, a monolithic concept

of the TC was developed (Fig. 8). However, this concept

turned out to be a weak point in the IFMIF-DONES design

as the TC would be impossible to maintain in case of

critical failure of the cooling pipes embedded in the

shielding walls. Therefore, a new design, based on the so-

called Maintainable Test Cell Concept (MTCC), was

developed within the FP8 [34].

The MTCC is currently the reference configuration for

the Test Cell. The main idea behind this concept is to

produce a design where, in case of an unexpected failure of

the liner and/or of the shielding walls, those components

can be replaced by controlled and predefined procedures

during a defined time.

Figure 9 shows an exploded view of the MTCC, where

the main components are identified. In comparison to the

monolithic non-maintainable approach the main design

change is that the inner concrete shielding which was non

removable, has been substituted by eleven removable

Fig. 7 IFMIF-DONES main

building showing the TC

location (in red circle) (Color

figure online)
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Fig. 8 The IFMIF-DONES test

cell (monolithic concept)

Fig. 9 Exploded view of the current reference Maintainable Test Cell Concept (MTCC)
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biological shielding blocks (RBSBs) of 1.5 m thickness.

Another significant difference between the two concepts is

that the Maintainable Test Cell Liner (MTCL) is no longer

embedded in the surrounding concrete but is now made of a

stand-alone piece which allows its full replacement. A

preliminary mechanical analysis of this component has

been reported in [35].

The RBSBs are located inside the so-called bucket,

which is a permanent concrete structure built as part of the

building, also shown in Fig. 9. The RBSBs and the bucket

are separated by a permanent, 8 mm thick, non-cooled

bucket liner which is permanently fixed to the concrete

bucket.

The consolidation of the engineering design of the

RBSBs and of the MTCL is currently being continued as

part of the FP9 design activities.

The High Flux Test Module

The basic configuration of the High Flux Test Module

(HFTM) is illustrated in Fig. 10. The material specimen

stacks to be irradiated in the test module are hermetically

enclosed in an Irradiation Capsule Assembly. The capsules

thereby are installed in the container in so-called com-

partment slots.

The temperature of the capsules set in each compart-

ment can be selected independently among the values

250 �C, 350 �C, 450 and 550 �C through a series of elec-

tric heaters installed on each capsule and of separating gaps

with different size (depending on the temperature) each

filled with stagnant cooling helium. In addition, He gas is

flowing inside mini-cooling channels of the HFTM con-

tainer at variable (tuneable) conditions.

A total number of about 850 specimens can be irradiated

at a damage dose rate of 12–25 dpa/fpy with gas production

rates of about 13 appm(He)/dpa and 53 appm(H)/dpa [18].

The foreseen instrumentation includes several K-type

thermocouples, activation foils, Self-Powered Neutron

Detectors (SPND) and Micro Fission Chambers (MFC).

The performance achievable in terms of irradiation

volumes versus damage dose is shown in Fig. 11 for the

two (smallest and largest) IFMIF-DONES footprint con-

figurations and also, for the sake of comparison, for the

IFMIF case.

The engineering design of the HFTM has been largely

consolidated during the FP8 also taking profit of the work

done during the IFMIF/EVEDA phase. However, a number

of activities still remains to be carried out to finalize the

design especially concerning the validation tasks which

include for example the test of critical manufacturing parts

(e.g., the HFTM container) and the irradiation of sensitive

components like the heaters and the electric connectors, to

be conducted in the MARIA research reactor in Poland.

The Start-Up Monitoring Module (STUMM)

The STUMM is a fully instrumented module (Fig. 12)

dedicated to the commissioning phase of IFMIF-DONES.

It will be installed just behind the lithium target in the same

position of the HFTM. Once the commissioning is com-

pleted, it will be replaced by the HFTM. The module can

also be used when restarting after an irradiation stop to

Fig. 10 Design configuration of the High Flux Test Module (HFTM)
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check that the proper neutron flux conditions at the samples

positions are met.

The STUMM is designed with the function of charac-

terizing the neutron and gamma fluxes at the HFTM

position and of validating the neutronic models used to

analyze the radiation field in the TC.

The following instrumentation is planned to be installed

in the module (Fig. 13):

• SPNDs and/or MFCs with 235U for thermal neutrons

flux measurements.

• MFCs with 238U for fast neutrons flux mesurements.

• ionization chambers.

• gamma thermometers.

• rabbit system with activation dosimeters.

During FP8 activities, the design of the STUMM has

progressed approximately in parallel with that of the

HFTM with which it shares many features (in fact, except

for the inner part, the rest of the structure is quite similar

for both systems) [36]. Most of the engineering design has

been consolidated but significant work still remains to be

accomplished especially for what concerns the integration

aspects inside the TC and, more in general, with the other

systems of the plant (for instance, the electrical and media

connections with the PCPs and the interface with the rabbit

system measuring station).

Facility for Complementary Experiments

IFMIF-DONES will be a powerful source of fast neutrons

and, as such, it is of interest for various scientific and

technology communities. Besides irradiation and validation

of materials for the fusion program, it has been proposed to

extend the scientific objectives of IFMIF-DONES by

including in its design the Facilities for Complementary

Experiments (FCE).

As part of the FP8 work, a White Book report on

Complementary Scientific Programme at IFMIF-DONES

[37], listing a collection of science cases for the comple-

mentary research has been prepared by a group of inter-

national experts. The interested areas include, in particular:

(1) applications of medical interest, (2) nuclear physics and

Fig. 11 Damage dose versus irradiation volume performances in

different cases

Fig. 12 Configuration of the IFMIF-DONES Start-Up Monitoring Module (STUMM)
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radioactive ion beam facility, (3) basic physics studies, and

(4) industrial application of neutrons. The White Book

demonstrates that many subjects and questions of today’s

science in active fields of research could be investigated at

IFMIF-DONES without compromising its main role as a

material irradiation facility for the fusion programme.

Following the conclusions of the report, different possible

options for using (1) a fraction of the accelerated deuterons

extracted from the D? beam line and/or (2) the neutron

flux still available behind the HFTM, have been proposed

to be possibly incorporated into the baseline configuration

of the IFMIF-DONES facility.

Presently, only the option (2) has been implemented, at

a conceptual level, in the design of the facility. A dedicated

room adjacent to the TC (Other Physical Applications

Room in Fig. 14) has been reserved. Neutrons will be

extracted from the TC and delivered to this room by means

of a neutron beam shutter embedded in the shielding wall

separating the two areas. The beam shutter will allow

independent operation in the complementary experiments

room without affecting the irradiation of the samples in the

HFTM. Moreover, it will optionally offer the possibility of

moderation of the neutron flux as required by the

experiments.

The next steps to be performed in the FP9 will be

focused on the detailed design of the neutron transport line

including the neutron beam shutter and on the feasibility

study of experiments using an extracted D? beam fraction

from the main beamline.

Site, Building and Plant Systems

Main Building and Plant Systems

The IFMIF-DONES Main Building (MB) is the central

building housing all the major systems of the facility. It is a

four-story building with footprint dimensions of about

160 m x 75 m and a height of some 32 m. It is erected in

the middle of the site with many auxiliary buildings (such

as, for instance, the electric power substation, the ware-

house, the cooling towers, etc…) arranged around it

(Fig. 15). It is designed with a seismic isolation pit, taking

also into account space reservation for a possible future

Fig. 13 Instrumentation arrangement inside the STUMM
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upgrade to the full IFMIF configuration (through the inte-

gration of a second accelerator).

The design of the IFMIF-DONES Main Building (MB)

has evolved from a very preliminary stage to the present

status. The allocation of space and rooms in the MB has

been reviewed and detailed. A significant external mile-

stone of the project took place in 2017 when the Escuzar

site near Granada in Spain was selected as the reference

location for the construction of IFMIF-DONES. This

selection has been made based on the proposals expressed

Fig. 14 Room for Complementary Experiments with neutrons behind the TC

Fig. 15 Overview of the IFMIF-

DONES site with the MB at the

center
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by the EU countries interested in hosting the facility (Spain

and Croatia) and the positive evaluation by the Fusion for

Energy (F4E) Governing Board in its 2017 December

meeting of the joint Spanish-Croatian proposal to support

the candidature of Granada. Although the decision to start

the construction of IFMIF-DONES has not been taken yet,

from that date on (i.e., since 2018) all the design activities

of the WPENS work package have been carried out

assuming that, from the technical point of view, IFMIF-

DONES will be built in Escuzar. Consequently, the MB

configuration was reviewed and adapted to the specific

site characteristics with the key modification of incorpo-

rating a seismic isolation concept for the Main Building.

The basement was extended to cover the whole surface

footprint of the building, so providing a uniform horizontal

plane of support to the building itself that could benefit the

design of the seismic isolation system. Contrary to the

former IFMIF-DONES design in which the Main Building

was supposed to be located partially underground, it was

decided to fully relocate it above ground surface. As a

consequence, the seismic isolation pit depth was reduced to

the minimum, improving earthwork balance. Some pre-

liminary activities were carried out for the seismic char-

acterization of the site as well as for the preliminary

environmental impact studies. Due to the plot characteris-

tics it was decided that the IFMIF-DONES site will be

terraced, with different elevations instead of being a flat

plot. The studies determined the location of all of

the Auxiliary Buildings on the IFMIF-DONES site.

Along with the definition of the Main Building also the

functions and the design of the Plant Systems providing all

the common services to the facility were detailed. These

systems include the HVAC (Heating, Ventilation and Air

Conditioning) System, the Electrical Power System, the

Heat Rejection System, the Service Water System, and the

Service Gas System as well as the Solid, Liquid and Gas

Radioactive Waste Treatment Systems and the Fire Pro-

tection System.

Remote Handling

Due to the strong radiation environment, the maintenance

of equipment located in the TC and in adjacent areas such

as the Target Interface Room (TIR) and the Irradiated

Materials Treatment Cell (IMTC) as well as of some

equipment in the accelerator vault, will be performed

through Remote Handling (RH) means. In particular, the

most demanding RH operations will be performed from the

Access Cell (AC) which is located above the TC. The AC

is equipped with two cranes (Fig. 16):

1. The Heavy Rope Overhead Crane (HROC, Fig. 17)

which is a nuclear-grade multi-ropes double beam

overhead travelling crane with a payload capacity of

140 tons, designed to perform transfer operations of the

heaviest components (i.e., weighting several dozens of

tons), like the Upper and Lower Shielding Plugs (USP,

LSP) or the TC Cover Plate (TCCP).

2. The Access Cell Mast Crane (ACMC, Fig. 18) which is

a nuclear-grade double beam overhead crane equipped

with a telescopic mast with a payload capacity of 2

tons, to support and locate manipulators at the correct

position in the TC thus allowing RH operations like for

example replacement of TAA and HFTM, cleaning,

inspection, bolting, etc….

The telescopic mast of the ACMC is equipped with a

common interface (the so-called Gripper Change System,

GCS) that allows a safe and fast exchange of the RH tools.

In addition to those performed in the AC, other RH

operations are foreseen in the Li loop area and in the high-

energy section of the accelerator by means of dedicated

equipment.

At present, the design maturity level of the various RH

systems is quite different across the several areas of the

facility: some of them are currently in a very advanced

state (e.g., the HROC and the ACMC which are almost

completed and ready for tendering; or the RH tools for the

TAA replacement) while others are less advanced or even

still in a conceptual phase (e.g., the RH systems for the

LS).

Central Instrumentation and Control Systems

An important part of the FP8 activities was the definition

and the preliminary design of the Central Instrumentation

& Control Systems including the CODAC System; the

Machine Protection System; and the Safety (Control)

System [38]. This work included discussion and definition

of systems architecture and of their interfaces with the

Local Instrumentation & Control Subsystems (LICS).

During 2020, a review of the roles and functions of the

Central Control Room (CCR) was performed with the goal

to better define its requirements and confirm its location

inside the Access Building connected to the Main Building.

Transversal Activities: Project-Level Analyses

Some transversal activities grouped as ‘‘Project-Level

Analyses’’ include studies on Safety, Neutronics, RAMI

(Reliability, Availability, Maintenability and Inspectabil-

ity) and Logistics and Maintenance. They also have

reached a good level of maturity during the FP8 period as

succinctly explained in the following paragraphs.

Safety has been the driver for the design following the

analyses of design-basis accidents scenarios. The critical
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Fig. 16 View of the AC with

HROC and ACMC installed

Fig. 17 Heavy Rope Overhead

Crane (HROC)
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Postulated Initiating Events have been studied and the

classification of structures, systems and components in

terms of Safety Important Class (SIC) equipment was

performed and included in a Preliminary Safety Analysis

Report (PSAR).

Neutronics has provided the information required for the

assessment of shielding features of the different parts of the

building; for the choice of the materials able to ensure the

allowable dose rates and for the classification of the rooms

based on their contamination and radiation levels.

RAMI has analyzed the critical components from the

point of view of availability, carrying out FMECA (Failure

Mode, Effects, and Criticality Analyses) and prompting

changes in the design, mainly in terms of redundancy of

some equipment.

Logistics and Maintenance has focused on the analysis

of the flow of materials, proposing the required modifica-

tions in the main building for the feasibility of the

replacement of equipment. Also the Maintenance Man-

agement Plan was issued during this period.

In addition, dedicated computer tools were provided by

Project Management in order to implement a full Systems

Engineering approach, thus facilitating the project inte-

gration. Management of interfaces and requirements started

to be done through web-based applications, enhancing the

exchange of information.

Some preliminary studies concerning the decommis-

sioning plans of the facility have also been carried out [39].

The decommissioning assessments will in fact be part of

the licensing documentation to obtain the operation permit

from the Regulator.

Validation Results and Lessons Learned

A number of important validation results and lessons

learned relevant to the design of IFMIF-DONES has been

achieved both in the past IFMIF/EVEDA phase [40] and

within the more recent EUROfusion WPENS (FP8) activ-

ities [41].

Concerning the IFMIF/EVEDA results, three main

prototypes, among others, have been built and used for

validating different aspects. These are, in particular:

• The Linear IFMIF Prototype Accelerator (LIPAc)

which is presentlyunder commissioning at Rokkasho,

Japan, cloning the IFMIF components up to its first

superconductive accelerating stage (9 MeV, 125 mA of

D? beam in CW operation). Tiered-commissioning of

the accelerator systems started in November 2014 and is

planned to be completed by integral commissioning and

long-pulsed operational testing in the next few years

[42];

• The Experimental Lithium Test Loop (ELTL) built at

Oarai, Japan [43], integrating all the elements of the

IFMIF lithium target facility. It was commissioned in

February 2011 and the test programme was completed

in 2014 with the successful proof of the long-time

stability of the liquid lithium jet forming the target

[40, 44], complemented by corrosion experiments

performed on the Lifus 6 lithium loop constructed at

ENEA Brasimone Research Centre in Italy [45];

• The HFTM prototype along with a prototype of the

specimen capsules. This latter prototype was tested

under irradiation in the BR2 fission reactor at SCK/

CEN in Belgium but the results left some open

questions regarding the performance under irradiation

of the installed electric heaters which thus need to be

finally addressed again in FP9. The HFTM prototype

was successfully tested in 2015 under IFMIF design

conditions in the helium loop HELOKA at KIT,

Karlsruhe (Germany) [46]. This was complemented

with the Creep Fatigue Test Module [47] manufactured

and tested in full scale at PSI, Villigen in Switzerland

[44].

Besides these, many other additional validation activi-

ties in various aspects have been carried out as part of the

IFMIF/EVEDA project. The outcomes of these activities

have been used as an input for the design of IFMIF-

DONES together with the new experimental results

Fig. 18 ACMC with its telescopic mast operating inside the TC
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obtained in the framework of the WPENS (FP8) work. The

most important of the latter ones are described hereafter for

each systems area.

Accelerator Systems Validation

LIPAc Commissioning Tests

Validation activities for the Accelerator Systems were

mainly performed on LIPAc. Although not part of WPENS,

these activities are strictly linked to the IFMIF-DONES

design as the validation of the accelerator performance is one

of the most critical points in the development of the facility.

The LIPAc accelerator is presently being commissioned

in several phases (Fig. 19). The injector performance was

confirmed in the experimental campaigns of the so-called

phase A during 2015 and 2016. At low duty cycle operation

(below 5%), the ion source has been shown to be stable and

reliable while extracting a 155 mA total beam.

The successive Phase B included the deuteron beam

acceleration through the RFQ up to 5 MeV in pulsed mode

at low duty cycle (Fig. 20). This phase was finally com-

pleted in July 2019 with the successful injection of a 140

mA D? beam with a duty cycle of 0.1% into the RFQ,

leading to a 125 mA, 5 MeV accelerated beam at its exit

[29]. Under these conditions, the RFQ transmission was

90%, in line with what was expected and the beam was

characterized and losslessly transported to the aluminum

low power Beam Dump. This represents the most relevant

result achieved so far for what concerns the acceleration

technology validation, showing that the IFMIF-DONES

accelerator concept seems feasible and no evident show-

stoppers are in place.

The next Phase B? which involves the 5 MeV deuteron

beam acceleration with progressive increase of the duty

cycle up to full power continuous beam is presently being

prepared. Finally, phase C includes the test of the whole

accelerator including the SRF Linac, producing therefore a

continuous deuteron beam of 9 MeV energy.

Lithium Systems Validation

Erosion/corrosion Tests in Flowing Li

An important validation activity for the LS concerns the

assessment of the steel corrosion in the Li loop and in the

Target Assembly. New corrosion tests were carried out

within the FP8, following the ones already performed

during the IFMIF/EVEDA phase. The facility employed

for this purpose was again Lifus 6 (Fig. 21), a liquid

lithium plant designed and realized at the ENEA Brasi-

mone Research Centre in Italy.

The tests have been conducted on the Reduced Activa-

tion Ferritic/Martensitic (RAFM) steel Eurofer-97 and on

the stainless steel AISI 316L (which are the reference

materials for the TSY and the Li loop piping, respectively)

at the relevant operating conditions of the system (Li

temperature 330 �C; Li velocity on the specimen surface:

15 m/s) [48].

The main results achieved so far, from both IFMIF/

EVEDA and WPENS tests, have shown that at low nitro-

gen concentration in the lithium (i.e. below 30 wppm) the

Fig. 19 Configuration of the

LIPAc prototype during the

different commissioning phases
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corrosion rate of the EUROFER meets the TSY require-

ments (\ 1 lm/year) while at higher concentrations (above

320 wppm of N) the corrosion rate is not acceptable neither

for the EUROFER nor for the stainless steel, although the

performed tests for the latter material are not relevant as

the Li velocity in Lifus 6 test section was higher than that

envisaged in the LS piping [41].

Further tests are thus planned to be performed in FP9 for

different operating conditions (intermediate N concentra-

tions, lower Li velocity, etc…) in order to expand the

matrix results and more closely approach the real operating

parameters.

Pre-heating Tests of the Target Assembly

Another important aspect in the LS validation is concerned

with the pre-heating of the TAA during the start-up oper-

ation which is performed before injecting the lithium. The

main objective was to demonstrate that it is possible to

reach a minimum temperature in the Backplate conserva-

tively higher than the lithium melting point (180 �C)
without any active heating on it (since heaters cannot be

used on the Backplate due to space restrictions) while

ensuring the lowest possible temperature gradients within

the rest of the structure in order to minimize the thermal

stresses.

To this purpose, a dedicated experimental activity has

been carried out on the prototype of the former IFMIF

Target Assembly already installed at the ENEA Brasimone

DRP laboratory, using purposely designed heating jackets

which cover the double function of heating and insulating

the TAA structure (Fig. 22) [41]. In spite of some differ-

ences between the current IFMIF-DONES TAA configu-

ration and the one adopted for the experimental campaign,

it is expected that the obtained results are not significantly

affected by these differences and that they are still relevant

for the current TAA design.

The experimental results have shown that with the

proposed TAA heating jackets configuration, it is possible

to reach the minimum Backplate temperature required

([ 200 �C) before injecting the lithium.

Fig. 20 LIPAc configuration during Phase B commissioning stage

Fig. 21 Lifus 6 loop at ENEA Brasimone Centre
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Test Systems Validation

HFTM Validation

The HFTM prototype was tested in the HELOKA helium

loop (Fig. 23) in a first campaign in 2014–2015 for the full

range of operating conditions, including pressure, mass

flow rates, (surrogate) nuclear heating and capsule tem-

peratures 250–550 �C. The full temperature range was

achieved during the experiments [46].

The tests in the HELOKA helium loop confirmed the

excellent thermal performance predicted by the design

analyses in the operation temperature range 250–550 �C,
with very low temperature spreads in the specimen payload

and agile transient control behaviour. Stresses and vibra-

tions in the HFTM structure were well below a critical

level.

In 2020, new tests were carried out within the FP8

WPENS work programme, including three new fabricated

irradiation capsules (Fig. 24).

These experiments showed that the capsules reached the

specified temperature levels without problems [41]. Some

interference problems of the capsule heaters with readings

in the control system were observed. These were related to

the power supplies of the heaters and were solved by

improving their grounding.

Capsules Filling with Na

The HFTM capsules are densely packed with EUROFER

specimens and it was originally proposed to use the

sodium-potassium alloy NaK-78 to fill any void volume to

improve the heat conduction and obtain uniform tempera-

ture distribution.

However, investigations have shown that under neutron

irradiation the potassium in the NaK-78 alloy produces

argon. This argon generation has the potential to rise

massively the internal capsule pressure causing its struc-

tural failure. Furthermore, argon gas bubbles can be trap-

ped in the tiny gaps between the specimens in the stack and

act as an insulator leading to an inhomogeneous tempera-

ture distribution of the specimens. Therefore, it has been

decided, in IFMIF-DONES, to replace the NaK-78 with

sodium which does not produce argon or other insoluble

gases. However, being sodium solid at room temperature

and having higher surface tension, filling and wetting

processes needed to be demonstrated. Therefore,

Fig. 22 Pre-heating tests on the TAA prototype at ENEA DRP

laboratory
Fig. 23 Testing of the HFTM prototype in the HELOKA loop at KIT

(Germany)
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experiments have been performed at KIT [49] to: (1) test

the wettability of EUROFER and 316L stainless steel

specimens by sodium and (2) perform a successful sodium

filling using a prototype capsule to have a better under-

standing of how well the specimens are wetted and the gaps

are filled with sodium (Fig. 25).

The experiments have shown that at a temperature of

430 �C or higher a good wetting of the EUROFER speci-

mens by sodium is reached. This temperature level is not

critical for the filling process. In conclusion, a successful

sodium filling of the prototype capsule was demonstrated

[41].

SSTT Validation

The optimization and standardization of the Small Sample

Testing Technique (SSTT) employed for the small size

specimens to be irradiated in IFMIF-DONES is a relevant

point which needs to be addressed, especially in connection

with the licensing process of the future fusion reactors.

Thus, validation tasks on sample geometry and testing

procedures have been going on at CIEMAT (Spain) as part

of the FP8 WPENS work programme. Fabrication and

testing of small samples have been performed to confirm

their suitability and to optimize the testing procedures

(Fig. 26). Although the long experience gained over many

years [50] has confirmed that the SSTT methodology is a

fully reliable approach, validation efforts in this field still

need to be carried out particularly in regard with the

optimization and standardization of the tests. Presently, in

FP9, most of the SSTT work has been moved to the

EUROfusion WPMAT workpackage yet maintaining a link

to WPENS for what concerns the specific implementation

of SSTT in IFMIF-DONES (e.g., the optimization of the

samples arrangement inside the capsule).

RH Validation

RH Validation Tests of TAA Replacement

Due to the strong irradiation in the TC environment, the

Target Assembly is scheduled for annual replacement

during the yearly long beam stop period (20 days) of the

facility. Therefore, the replacement operations must be

carried out inside the test cell by RH devices. The neces-

sary RH procedures and tools were developed and tested by

ENEA using the full-scale mockup of the IFMIF target

(Fig. 27) during the IFMIF/EVEDA project. In the ENEA

Brasimone DRP facility, a dedicated test environment

simulating the IFMIF test cell was set up. In this envi-

ronment, a support for the target assembly was placed and

the complete target with attached lithium pipes could be

handled. A crane with a suspended mounting plate, cus-

tomized lift frames for the TAA, a telescopic mast for

lifting and lowering the lift frame and a robotic arm

holding the bolting tool were used for the operations

(Fig. 28).

The RH tests confirmed the feasibility of the planned

operations and provided good estimates for the required

times (the whole TAA replacement could be done in less

than 3 days). Furthermore, a list of detailed improvements

to make the TAA design better suited for RH was derived

[41].

Nevertheless, it should be pointed out that the TAA

design for IFMIF-DONES is slightly different from the one

tested, at least regarding the number of connections and

how these connections are managed. Also, the layout of the

lithium pipes has been changed. Although the suggested

improvements in the design of the TAA are still valid, the

intervention time for the maintenance of the new TAA

design has to be assessed again and maybe further modi-

fications will be required once the validation of the new

TAA concept will be completed. This assessment will be

part of the RH validation tasks in the FP9 work

programme.

Fig. 24 HFTM capsule prototypes with electric heaters
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Project Evolution and Achieved Milestones

Since 2015, the development of IFMIF-DONES has con-

stantly progressed within the FP8 EUROfusion WPENS,

from the starting conceptual design – based on the original

IFMIF concept – to the current baseline design [51–54].

The results of this work have been collected and compiled

into a documentation package called the Preliminary

Engineering Design Report (PEDR). The first version of

the PEDR was issued in 2017. The PEDR contains several

documents which include an executive summary, a com-

prehensive Plant Description Document (PDD), many

Technical Annexes to the PDD describing transversal

activities (such as, for example, Safety analyses; RAMI

Fig. 25 Validation tests on Na filling of the capsules

Fig. 26 SSTT validation tests
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studies; Operation and Maintenance activities, 3D CAD

models, etc…) and all the Design Description Documents

(DDDs) detailing the design of each of the IFMIF-DONES

systems. The initial version of the PEDR was updated in

2018 and further updated again in 2019 with site-specific

information customized for the Granada site in Spain.

During 2020, a special effort was made to produce a final

update of the PEDR which was actually issued in 2021 [55]

due to the delays caused by the COVID-19 pandemic.

A further important achievement of the project was the

compilation of the complete Preliminary Safety Analysis

Report (PSAR) which was issued in 2019 and later updated

in 2020. This document, which formed the basis for the

Safety Analysis Report (SAR) recently released [56], rep-

resents a very important step for the IFMIF-DONES con-

struction as it will be used as a reference in the licensing

and permitting process of the facility [57].

Another important achievement was the inclusion of

IFMIF-DONES, in 2018, in the list of the most strategic

European research facilities by the Strategy Forum on

Research Infrastructures (ESFRI). This has opened up the

possibility to apply for EU funding for the preparation of

the project construction activities in the framework of the

Horizon 2020 project DONES-PreP (DONES-Preparatory

Phase). The main objective of the DONES-PreP project,

which ended in December 2021, was to draft the Consor-

tium Agreement for the construction phase of facility in

Granada, focusing in particular on the governance, legal

and financial aspects.

Finally, an important step of the IFMIF-DONES activ-

ities during FP8 took place in 2019 with the organization of

three external design reviews (DRw) for selected areas of

the project, namely Safety and Neutronics; Logistics and

Remote Handling; and Buildings and Plant Systems. The

objectives of the DRw were to verify and ensure the ade-

quacy of the analyses and of the design carried out in the

concerned areas. The review panels consisted of recog-

nized experts representing international organizations and

projects similar to IFMIF-DONES (e.g. CERN, ESS,

ITER). As general conclusion of the DRw meetings, the

quality of the work developed was rated very high. Nev-

ertheless, the review panels identified some management

and design issues which were discussed and summarized in

the DRw reports along with a number of proposed cor-

rective actions. The actions were duly implemented in the

design work during the following year.

Conclusions and Future Perspectives

The main achievement of the H2020 (FP8) Early Neutron

Source work package is a consolidated preliminary engi-

neering design baseline for the IFMIF-DONES facility.

During the course of the project, the earlier conceptual

design based on the previous IFMIF configuration has

evolved, some aspects have been reviewed and re-de-

signed, some necessary validation activities have been

proposed and carried out. Also, important validation results

and experience were obtained from the activities performed

in the past IFMIF/EVEDA project and in the framework of

the Broader Approach collaboration with Japan, which is

still going on, and then incorporated in the IFMIF-DONES

design baseline.

Fig. 27 Target System prototype installed at ENEA DRP laboratory

Fig. 28 RH validation tests for the replacement of the Target

Assembly
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The present maturity level of the IFMIF-DONES design

allowed to define the working programme of the Horizon

Europe (FP9) Early Neutron Source work package which

will be focused on completing the engineering design of

the facility; on performing the remaining experimental

validation and qualification activities; on making all the

required transversal analyses and on preparing the techni-

cal specifications for the launch of the tenders in view of

the construction of IFMIF-DONES infrastructure, compo-

nents and equipment. The present status will allow a

smooth transfer of the engineering design of IFMIF-

DONES to the project team in charge of the construction of

the facility.
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